We are pleased to announce a major new feature in our Digital Library. We now have the capability to include links to authors’ works that have been published outside of ASA, CSSA, and SSSA. As a result, authors can now have ALL of their publications shown on their own Author Profile page within the Author Directory.

Authors have the option of creating their own bibliographic page to appear in the Author Directory. This page is an evolving account of the career, involvement, and accomplishments of our authors. Content that can be added includes:

- All published content from any publisher
- Conference presentations
- Optional upload of a photo
- Optional upload of a c.v.
- Optional upload of personal information (“about me”)
- Author’s current and past affiliations
  - Divisions and Communities
  - Awards
  - Volunteer positions held
  - Posters
  - Areas of specialty based on taxonomy

In addition, each Author Profile shows a set of metrics based on downloads of each article, book, or book chapter that author has written or edited.

Please help us improve our Author Directory in the Digital Library! Using the link below, add yourself to the Author Directory, or update your Author Profile. It’s a great opportunity to show the world what you have accomplished! Just go to the link below and follow the instructions on that page.

https://dl.sciencesocieties.org/publications/authors/directory
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